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The echo of the indigenous flutes of North America can already be heard, and this echo resounds in
the heart of the Grand Canyon of Colorado.

This echo invokes the request for liberation and peace from one of the most sacred peoples that was
a victim of destruction and persecution.

But the White Buffalo will come and gather all Its descendants into Its Spirit. 

The Great Buffalo will show them the path along where the wounded feet of the peoples of
yesteryear will walk, toward the threshold of Light.

The echo of the native flutes was heard, the Heart of the Sun is exalted and He sends His ancestral
stars so that the rain and the herbs may feed those who were unprotected in the past.

In this way, the history of the river of tears will end and the native peoples will walk toward the
sunrise of a New Aurora.

Cosmic healing will come to each one of them. The laments of those who were subjected will no
longer be heard in the valleys.

Mothers, fathers, the elderly and children will find the portal to their origins upon their path of
return, and the sacred roots of their wise contacts will blossom again like the spring.

The hard winter of darkness will withdraw, for the White Buffalo will come, and will guide them
toward the spiritual and promised Land.

And they will thus be one with Nature and the Universe. The ancestral alliance will never again be
broken because throughout the times to come the flutes will sound with echoes of devotion,
reverence and praise.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your hearts!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


